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Introduction 
In our quest for fundamental understanding of structure-performance relationships in catalysis and 
hydrogen storage XAFS studies are essential. In the last year we attempted to study Cu-Mg based 
systems for the hydrogen storage. However due to an inadequate conditioning of the glove box we 
were forced, on the spot, the rethink our use of the beamtime. We performed some initial 
experiments on ZrO2 and W-oxided based catalysts. Both materials are highly relevant for biomass 
related conversions. 

Summary of results 

Nano Mg2Cu alloy particles on a porous carbon support 
Mg2Cu is able to store hydrogen reversibly. Supported nanoparticles of this alloy on porous carbon 
were prepared to investigate the change in hydrogen sorption properties as a result of nanosizing 
and confinement. This was done by performing solution impregnation with a Cu containing 
precursor followed by a reaction with liquid Mg at elevated temperatures, and measuring the 
hydrogen release of the confined samples. The supported sample desorbed hydrogen at a lower 
temperature compared to the bulk samples. Exafs studies were planned on a series of samples 
however due to the glovebox issue discussed above only one confined samples could be measured 
and compared to a bulk sample  (see figure). 

Figure 2 shows the Cu edge absorption spectrum (baseline 
substracted and normalised) and Fourier transformed 
EXAFS data for both bulk Mg2Cu and supported Mg2Cu 
nanoparticles. The expected coordination number (N) of Cu 
is 10. Cu is coordinated to 8 Mg and 2 Cu atoms. The 
average distance for Cu-Cu is 2.6 Å and the average length 
of the Cu-Mg bond is 2.74 Å. The Cu-Cu distance for the 
second shell is around 4.5 Å and 5.27 Å. The 2 peaks 
representing this distance are also found in the FT-EXAFS 
in the region between 4-5 Å. From the data it can be 
concluded that the phase of the nanoparticles was indeed 
Mg2Cu. The scatter intensity for the Mg2Cu on carbon seems 

slightly lower than for the bulk Mg2Cu, as would be expected for nanoparticles.  

 
Carbon supported Tungsten 
Various types of nanostructured carbon supports have been used as supports for tungsten based 
catalysts. Initial studies with XRD gave indications that the type of carbon structure has a 
significant influence on the the reduction behavior of the tungsten precursor during heat treatment 
procedures. However, due to the relatively small particle size and major overlap of some of the 
diffraction peaks of different tungsten phases, the extent of this difference in reduction behavior has 
been difficult to determine. XAS studies in Hamburg on these carbon supported tungsten samples 
have provided valuable insight into the effect of various carbons on the dominant tungsten phase.  
In depth data analysis is currently underway, but initial results are shown in figure 1 below. The R-
space plot (k-weight = 2) shows significant differences between carbon nanotube (CNT) and carbon 
nanofiber (CNF) supported catalysts.  
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While the graphitic nature of both CNF supports 
(oxidized and non-oxidized) gives rise to a mix of 
tungsten oxide and tungsten carbide phases (W-O 
and W-C contributions are visible at low R), while 
the CNT support shows a distinct contribution for W-
W scattering typical for metallic tungsten. The 
tungsten phase behavior on high-surface area graphite 
(HSAG) seems identical to that of (non-
oxidized)CNF supported tungsten, while the oxidized 
CNF support seems to have a higher tungsten oxide 
content. 

 
CaO-ZrO2 samples 
Two different CaO-ZrO2 samples had been prepared in our lab using respectively co-precipitation 
methods (precip) and incipient wetness impregnation (support). The CaO-ZrO2 samples along with 
the corresponding zirconia samples without any added calcium oxide were evaluated using EXAFS 
(zirconia edge) since other analysis techniques failed to give insight in the nature of the interaction 
between calcium and zirconia. The fourier transformed spectra are shown in the figure. 

 
From R= 0-2 Å the spectra looks 
similar. From R= 2-6 Å it is clear 
that the precipitated samples varies 
from the supported samples. This is 
as expected since the crystal 
structures of the zirconia in the two 
cases are known from XRD analysis 
to be different – respectively 
monoclinic and tetragonal. For the 
ZrO2 support and CaZrO2 support 
no difference is observed due to the 
incorporated calcium oxide. This 
might indicate formation of a solid 
solution of calcium in the zirconia. 

For the precipitated samples, ZrO2 precip and CaZrO2 precip, small changes is observed in the peak 
position at R ~2.7-2.8 Å. This change might be due to the incorporation of calcium in the tetragonal 
zirconia structure, forming a mixed oxide while precipitating the material, which would result in 
changes in the zirconia-oxygen distances. Further studies are needed in order to evaluate this in 
detail. However, it is clear that the EXAFS technique gives valuable information and insight in the 
difference between the two different zirconia crystal structures.  

 


